Increasing Lending
and Servicing
Capacity Regardless
of Rates

Introduction

Production volumes have been steep due to low interest rates.
Lenders across the industry are overwhelmed by the surge in demand and have no choice but to find
ways to scale up to handle the influx of applications. Servicers are also looking for ways to scale on
their end, as borrowers continue to reach out with questions about forbearance, loss mitigation and
next steps. However, the low-rate environment won’t last forever, and both lenders and servicers
need to be able to keep their costs down while managing volume fluctuations once things start to
normalize.
Business process outsourcing and digital transformation are proven solutions that more companies
in the mortgage industry are turning to. This white paper will explore the benefits and use cases
for these opportunities as they relate to lenders and servicers, as well as the successful outcomes
Sutherland generated with its outsourcing and transformation capabilities.
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The Current Landscape and Near-term Projections
The 2021 new year began with 30-year fixed loans experiencing a new record-low average rate of
2.65%.1 Although the COVID vaccination campaign should advance the economy toward recovery,
the Fed’s position is to continue efforts to keep rates low “until substantial further progress has
been made toward the Committee’s maximum employment and price stability goals.”2 This includes
maintaining the pace of its bond purchases throughout the year. As a result, volume could remain
steep for the industry in 2021. The Mortgage Bankers Association’s (MBA) forecast purchase
originations to rise to an all-time high of $1.59 trillion in 20213 and refinance originations to reach
$1.19 trillion by year’s end.4
Economists are signaling that this could be the largest purchase market of new homes in recent
history.5 However, industry observers caution that future government stimulus packages could
lead to volatility. “The prospects of increased spending and deficits will likely put upward pressure
on mortgage rates as the year progresses, which in turn could lead to the current refinance wave
ending a little sooner,” MBA’s Chief Economist Mike Fratantoni said.
With an eye toward the future, now is the ideal time to start investing in business operations via
human capital and automation capabilities. This step will ultimately help lenders and servicers keep
costs down while scaling efficiently when volume does start retracting and the environment starts to
normalize.
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Using Business Process Outsourcing to Scale
with Current Rates
Business process outsourcing (BPO) refers to a company hiring an external service provider to execute business operations or processes, ranging from marketing to customer service. In this current
low-rate environment, BPO is a sound strategy because it allows lenders and servicers to scale to
handle volume swings and keep customer service levels high despite maintaining a lean workforce.
Additional operational support also reduces turn times, which have been increasing for all loans
industry-wide for nine consecutive months.6
In practice, BPO covers a range of business functions. For loan origination, outsourcing processing, underwriting and closing tasks can streamline the lending cycle. From a servicing perspective,
customer service, collections and validating hazard insurance are among the functions that can be
transferred to an external partner.
The outcomes from BPO positively affect the customer experience. When the high volumes from
current rates subside, businesses that provided the best experience will be the ones to have gained
market share.

Scaling with Business Process Transformation
When Rates Rise
The next step in scalability is process transformation. The focus here is on long-term digital solutions
that make employees more effective or relieve them of routine tasks that are ripe for automation.
Working with an external partner on business process transformation is a collaborative effort. It
requires due diligence, reviewing process maps and using advanced analytics or artificial intelligence
to identify areas that can be streamlined, automated or otherwise improved. These efficiency gains
further reduce cycle times, lower costs, improve the customer experience and positively impact the
organization’s Net Promoter Score (NPS). Since process transformation automates routine tasks, it
also benefits employees by increasing their capacity for more-engaging, high-value work and decision making.
Transformations in lending operations can focus on such things as accelerating underwriting workflows through automated analysis or using bots to improve FEMA response processes. For servicing,
customer-facing technology can be applied to collect payments, handle forbearance inquiries and
answer questions on demand via website or app chatbots.
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https://static.elliemae.com/pdf/origination-insight-reports/EM_OIR_DECEMBER2020.pdf
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How Working with Sutherland Can Set You
Up For Success Now and in the Future
Sutherland’s business process outsourcing and transformation capabilities are specialized for the
challenges lenders and servicers face. The applied methodology consists of five steps:
1

Collect data to assess current operations and determine transformation opportunities.

2

Centralize and standardize processes to enable intelligent automation.

3

Deploy automation of high-volume, rules-based processes.

4

Monitor new procedures for accuracy and compliance, optimizing as needed.

5

Provide actionable insights for visibility and next steps.

Intelligent automation and digital labor programs are at the forefront of business process
transformation. This technology enables lenders and servicers to redesign legacy systems and core
functions in a way that measurably improves operations and reduces associated costs.
These business outcomes are why organizations look to Sutherland for its expertise. One lender
that engaged Sutherland for BPO is working to reduce cycle times by outsourcing underwriting and
processing work. Sutherland added more than 100 employees to support the workload. The client is
aiming to further outsource work to Sutherland to achieve its goal of having the lowest cycle times in
the industry, which will allow them to recruit new loan officers and double their capacity.
Sutherland’s work in business process transformation helped one lender client modernize its loan
processing from siloed operations to an integrated and fully scalable approach that increased revenue
and reduced loan origination costs by 50 percent.7
Business outcomes on the servicing side are equally transformative. A U.S. government insurance
program engaged Sutherland with an immediate servicing need to clear severe backlogs and improper
handling of its reverse mortgage and subordinate mortgage portfolios. Sutherland worked through an
87,000-document backlog in 90 days; identified 1,000 delinquent taxes during an audit and brought
them all up to date within 60 days without losing any properties to tax sale; and completed 6,000 new
releases monthly while eliminating an initial backlog of 3,700. Sutherland ensured that industry best
practices were incorporated into the client’s processes to meet regulatory and contractual obligations
of the client, their servicers and borrowers.
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https://www.sutherlandglobal.com/our-work/us-based-mortgage-company-mortgage-origination-processing-servicing-residential-loan-products
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Conclusion
If the events of 2020 were any indication of how variable volume can
become at a moment’s notice, then lenders and servicers must act now
to streamline their processes and outsource business functions in a way
that will allow them to scale up or down as needed. Business process
outsourcing and transformation ultimately reduce manual efforts and
associated costs while accelerating turn times and improving customer
satisfaction. Sutherland has proven experience in helping lenders and
servicers evaluate their core processes and systems to identify areas
where Sutherland’s industry expertise can make a measurable impact on
operations.

For Origination support
Contact Neil Armstrong, AMP Head of Business Development,
at Neil.armstrong@sutherlandglobal.com
919-270-5324

For Servicing support
Contact Len Patton, CMB, Director of Business Development,
at Len.Patton@sutherlandglobal.com
856-261-8171

